Software containers, such as Docker, are disrupting security and compliance processes as they are gaining rapid adoption across organizations building cloud applications. While containers provide a significant gain in productivity, agility, and efficiency for DevOps teams, they represent a completely new attack surface and unique security challenges that traditional security tools aren’t designed to solve. Since containers are only as secure as the host themselves, CIS Benchmark for Docker and NIST SP800-190 also require organizations to secure the Docker host.

Security & compliance for Docker containers at DevOps speed & scale.

CloudPassage’s platform is the industry’s only solution that secures the Docker host along with container images and runtime. It provides IT Security with full visibility and security controls for containers and the servers running them while remaining transparent to DevOps. CloudPassage Container Secure runs on the CloudPassage Halo platform which provides unparalleled scalability, elasticity, and speed.

Meet compliance requirements
Comply with regulations and best practices including CIS Benchmark

Deploy within minutes & integrate with DevOps pipeline
Rollout our SaaS solution across your environment within minutes

“With Container Secure, CloudPassage is providing robust automated security for every stage and level of container applications expanding protection across workload types for unified host-based security.”

Doug Cahill, senior analyst, ESG

Full visibility into container lifecycle
Automated monitoring & deep visibility into container events and lifecycle

Prevent cyberattacks
Detect security vulnerabilities and configuration issues to prevent cyberattacks
About CloudPassage

Founded in 2010, CloudPassage® was the first company to obtain a U.S. patent for universal cloud infrastructure security and has continued to innovate cloud security automation and compliance monitoring for application development and deployment. CloudPassage Halo® is an award-winning workload security automation platform, delivered as a service, that provides universal visibility and continuous protection for data centers, private/public clouds and containers. Halo deploys in minutes and scales effortlessly. The platform integrates with automation and orchestration tools such as Puppet and Chef, as well as CI/CD tools such as Jenkins. Today, CloudPassage Halo secures the infrastructure of leading global finance, insurance, media, ecommerce, high-tech service providers, transportation and hospitality companies.
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